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Abstract
• Research Question =
➢ What were the shortcomings of the French Executive
Directory?

The Directory Period stood as the most extensive phase

Introduction

Methods and Evidence

“Seemingly every project undertaken… in the National Convention manifested
a deep-stated desire to bury forever the ‘tyranny’ and ‘anarchism’ of
Robespierre.”
— Theda Skocpol, States & Social Revolutions.

Much of this research was dedicated to the four-year
period of the Directory (1795-1799). However, since much
of the Directory’s legislation seized the radical republicans’

The Directory was not discreet in their hostility towards the radical
of the French Revolution. Lasting from 1795-1799, its

legacy, it is important to recognize the preceding National
republicans. The reaction to the Jacobins was a turning point for the French

legacy is marked by political stagnation and boundless
Revolution. The “anarchy” of egalitarianism became a threat to France’s
social disarray. The growing divide between the active and
elite. Much of the Directory’s legislation curbed democratic involvement for
passive citizen gave the Directory Period its nickname: the

Convention as well.
Having access to several databases provided an
inexhaustible amount of primary sources. These range from

the economic pursuits of the elite. Classist undertones resurfaced in society,

“Bourgeois Revolution.”

a record of every law passed during the revolution, to
leading to great dissonance between the active and passive citizen. The slow

The distraction of private interest closely mirrored some

citizen correspondence – active and passive. As for articles
burn of the Directory contributed to the rise of Napoleon Bonaparte as well.

aspects of the Old Regime. The revolution’s liberalization

and books, I made sure to find ones that emphasize the
In 1799, Napoleon devised a successful coup which officially ended the

contributed to four years of a stationary economy and a

social, political, and economic consequences of the
French Revolution.

gambit of non-inclusive politics. As a result, the passive

Directory’s rule.

citizen was left disenfranchised by their government.

Conclusion
Uncovering the deficiencies of the Directory sewed
together many different threads. The several phases of the
French Revolution are marked by conflicting
interpretations of “revolution” itself. Nevertheless, the
Fig. 2: A territorial mandate (worth 100 Francs). The National Numismatic Collection at the

lucrative dealings of the Directory reintroduced classist

Smithsonian.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FRA-A84b-Mandats_Territoriaux-100_Francs_(1796).jpg

attitudes into French society. Thus, new privileges arose.
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Fig. 1: Grand Costume of the Members of the Executive Directory.
http://world4.eu/costumes-under-the-french-revolution/

